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ABSTRACT
The Virtual Tester provides a simulation environment for test user to execute test programs
without occupying tester time. The test vectors are loaded into a simulated register and
memory model of the tester. Based on the values in the register model, Virtual Tester is
triggered to execute the test. By architecturally modeling the tester, Virtual Tester is able
to execute the functional test on verilog model of the device under test. Virtual Tester has a
very short simulation run-time. For example, run-time for executing a test with 32 vectors
is approximately 7 seconds. This simulator can be used to debug the test programs and can
be modified for study of new tester developments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Automatic Testing Equipment (ATE) industry has always had an essential role in the
growth of the semiconductor industry. Without careful analysis of the functionality and the
performance of the integrated circuit devices, these circuits would not be as reliable as
they are today. As the complexity of the circuits increases, the ATE industry develops new
testers to meet the challenges of the new devices [1]. Modem integrated circuits are very
complex; thorough testing of an integrated circuit requires testers with a high degree of
flexibility, performance, accuracy, and repeatability [2]. The rapid rate of improvement of
these circuits drives new tester developments. The ability to design the new testers, and to
develop the programs required for the new tester and circuits, limits the opportunities to
meet critical market windows.
The Schlumberger ATE Division designs and manufactures automatic test equipment
and diagnostic systems for the testing of integrated circuit devices [3]. The main product
line for Schlumberger ATE testers is the ITS 9000 digital tester family. These testers are
designed for testing high accuracy and high performance VLSI circuit devices. With the
limited resources available, different possibilities are explored to assist the study and
development of new ITS 9000 series testers. One of the primary ideas is to create system
simulation models that can simulate the tester at different system levels.
The purpose of this project is to develop a software simulation which models the tester
operations on the device under test (DUT). In this project, the simulation model created is
combined with another simulation component, called Register Mirror (RM), for the read
and write of the registers, to complete the Virtual Tester for a full end-to-end test system
simulation.
By using the complete simulation model, test programs can be debugged without using
the actual physical tester and occupying the tester time. Since the simulation model is
developed based on the behavior of the physical tester, the model can be used to validate
the tester subsystem and component designs at the system level. The virtual tester project
is also designed to support customer training, as such, tester operators can learn how to
use the tester controlling software tools without occupying the actual tester.
This thesis consists of eight chapters. In Chapter 2, an overview of system simulation
and modeling is provided. The previous and current projects related to system simulation
are mentioned. In Chapter 3, the necessary software and hardware environment setup for
simulation development is described. The heart of this project, Virtual Tester, is discussed
in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. The conclusion in Chapter 7 wraps up the Virtual Tester project. In
Chapter 8, further possible simulation developments based on Virtual Tester are discussed
to complete this thesis.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 System Simulation
2.1.1 Overview
A simulation model of a tester can be developed in one of two methods. The first
method is to model the entire hardware circuitry of the physical tester by using Hardware
Descriptive Language (HDL) or any kind of schematic representation of the circuits. The
second method is to computationally create an architectural model based on the functions
and behaviors of the tester with any given test program. With the complexity of modem
VLSI tester, modeling the entire hardware circuitry has become virtually impossible. Due
to the large quantity of circuits inside such a tester, creating detailed simulation models for
individual circuit to generate the overall test system will cause simulation and debugging
to be extremely time consuming. Therefore, while the first approach of system modeling
can be very accurate in simulating the functionality of the tester, it is very difficult and
impractical. For the method of system architectural modeling, a clear understanding of
how a tester works is necessary for creating an accurate simulation model. Although the
process of creating the simulation model is difficult compared to the first method, debug-
ging of this model is easier, and the execution run-time is faster. Therefore, creating an
architectural simulation model of the tester is more feasible and practical.
2.1.2 Schlumberger Involvement
With the rapid advancment of simulation technology, full-system behavioral simula-
tions that are currently under development have become more effective. Schlumberger
Technologies' early role in developing the system simulations was the creation of the
ASAP run-time simulator used to debug the software control code of the tester. ASAP is
the Schlumberger software tool used to execute the test program on the tester hardware.
Instead of a tester simulator, the ASAP Run-time simulator composed of if-def constructs
that prevents bus errors or read errors in attempts to read or write the tester hardware. In
this early stage, different tools were developed against this simulator to verify if ASAP
would hang during testing. For this simulator, the if-def constructs were activated with a
simulator target during compile time, and provided simple stubs in place of the hardware
reads and writes.
After the ASAP Run-time Simulator, Schlumberger's next involvement in developing
system simulation was the creation of Virtual Tester Project. Based on the actual tester, the
Virtual Tester Project divides up the hardware into two components. The first component
is the registers and the memories which contain the necessary data for controlling the
tester. The second component is the execution unit which controls and generates the
desired timing patterns and signals to be driven to the DUT during a test. Since the signals
and timing patterns generated by the execution unit are based on the data in the registers
and various memories, by creating simulation models and designing the interface of the
two units, a full system behavioral simulation can be built.
In the Schlumberger Austin Product Research Center, the Register Mirror (RM) was
created by Tony Crossley, Danny Kumamoto, Terry Mayhugh, and Murray Wallace of the
San Jose ATE Division to reflect the register and memory components of the automatic
test equipments [4, 5]. This representation of the tester hardware by a set of register and
memory locations is viewed as a programmer's model of the physical tester. The RM
component was originally generated by using the i-Logix Statemate tool, then later, a C
code version. When installing RM, the user has the option of installing the Statemate or C
version. The tradeoff between the two programs is that, while the RM in C code is easier
and faster to install, it is very difficult to manage and maintain when alteration of RM
behaviors are necessary. On the other hand, the installation of the Statemate RM might be
a long and complicated process, but once it is installed, it can be manipulated easily if
modification in RM is needed.
At the Schlumberger ATE Division in San Jose, Burnie West and Jamie Cullen had
developed the mhdoc model, which is capable of calculating the timing patterns and the
drive signals for DUT. Mhdoc, which stands for multiple High Speed Modules (HSM)
documentation, was created from hdoc. Hdoc could be described as the calculation for the
behavior of Event Logic IC (ELIC) for handling the sequences of events during testing.
When hdoc was first created by Burnie West, it was meant to document the behavior
expected from the HSM test cases. With hdoc, the simulation of a complete static testing
case was possible for one single pin of a DUT verilog model. The purpose for having
mhdoc was to achieve the ability of simulating static testing cases for multiple pins of the
DUT model. With hdoc or mhdoc, the behavior of ELIC could be simulated. More detail
information regarding how hdoc and mhdoc works is given in Appendix A.
Also, in the ATE division, David Hollinbeck had created a C program called sim.c.
Sim.c was directly developed in C language with similar functionality as the RM. When
running sim.c, an awk script data file, which contains the register addresses and values, is
generated. Sim.c would also generate the program simftc automatically. Simftc is used for
modifying the addresses and data of the desired registers. Although sim.c executes the
necessary steps to simulate the hardware registers, the actual behaviors of all the registers
are programmed in a separate set of files R<registernumber>.c and/or
W<registernumber>.c under the simlib library directory. For these behavioral programs,
the R stands for read, and the W stands for write. The R/W files model the behavior of each
register based on its read and write actions. When sim.c program is evoked, if the R/W files
exist, then those files will automatically be included in the simulation. Therefore, by
including the behavioral files of the registers, sim.c can simulate the tester registers with
the results similar to the RM.
At the early stage of the Virtual Tester Project, simple static testing cases were able to
run on the simulation model that combined sim.c with mhdoc. By modifying the existing
mhdoc and creating new behavioral models with accurate interface, the static testing of
the DUT can be fully simulated.
2.2 System Modeling
The Schlumberger tester is operated by three internal software tools: Diagnostic, ASAP,
and RegTalk. The diagnostic tool is used to debug the test system. ASAP is a highlevel
language used to program and execute the desired test cases during the testing of the DUT.
RegTalk is a lowlevel programming language used to read or write the registers directly.
By using these three tools, the user can easily control the tester for different purposes.
From the user's point of view, the tester is like a black box that takes in different sequences
of test vectors, and output whether the tests are passed or failed. If a tester and the DUT
are correctly modeled, there would be no difference between running the software tools on
the actual tester or on the simulation model, except for the difference in the execution
time.
When the tester is performing a test, the process can be broken down into three simple
phases of a programmer's model (the representation contained in the RM). The first phase
is the interaction between the CPU and the registers of the tester. The second phase is the
hardware interaction between the tester and the DUT. Finally, the last phase is again the
interaction between the CPU and the registers. During phase one, as the control software
inputs vectors into the tester, the control cage would write the necessary values into the
registers to prepare the tester for the execution of the tests. When particular values are
written into certain registers, these registers would trigger the tester hardware to interact
with the DUT; therefore, changing the state of the tester into phase two. At this phase, the
tester would drive the DUT with the test signals that are generated based on the setup in
the registers from phase one. During this phase, besides the hardware interaction between
the tester and the DUT, the values in the registers could be modified by the tester also.
After the triggered actions of the tester, the testing process would go into phase three
where the CPU would read the final values stored in the registers and return the result. The
completion of the third phase ends the test.
Matching the simulation models with the three phases, the RM (and sim.c) simulate
the first and the third phases. Since the programmer's model is not completed by the RM
and the sim.c simulation, this project includes the continuation of mhdoc to best simulate
the programmer's model for the completion of the Virtual Tester. The very first step of this
project is to study all the available registers for the Schlumberger tester and identify those
that would trigger any interactions ("side effects") between the tester hardware and DUT.
Once these registers are identified, the behavior of the hardware actions and reactions can
be architecturally modeled using C language. Simply, when the registers with triggering
effects are correctly and completely modeled, the RM and/or the sim.c programs can be
combined to simulate the whole tester. If provided with a correct model of the DUT, then
the complete process of simulating a test is possible.
The characteristics of the registers are documented in the Schlumberger Hardware
Register Documentation Run-off (HRDROFF). By referring to this documentation, the
behaviors of the registers are studied and understood. From the list of the registers, the
ones that trigger side effects are selected and modeled. Since digital functional behavior of
most devices to be tested can be modeled in Verilog, the Verilog Programming Language
Interface (PLI) is used for communicating between the C simulation and the DUT model.
The building of the simulation model can be broken down into the following steps.
First, the relationship between the registers and the hardware actions is determined. The
different tests performed by the tester are based on the different registers used for the test
and the different values stored in the registers. By defining these relationships, the tester
behavior is better understood. The next step is to model the different tester stimulus and
the hardware measurements after the tester is activated by the test program. By interfacing
with the Verilog PLI, the DUT pins can be controlled and monitored. The last step in
building the simulator is to translate the received signal from the DUT to update the values
in the registers. By combining either the RM or the sim.c program with this simulation
model, the Virtual Tester is created.
Chapter 3
Environment Setup
Working with software development in Schlumberger, the workstation requires setup and
installation on some environmental parameters. For software configuration management,
the ClearCase tool needs to be installed for the necessary controls of the software source
codes, libraries, and database files within the company [6]. Once ClearCase tool is
installed, files under control will be accessible from the ClearCase view created by each
individual user. With the RM being developed in Schlumberger Austin Product Research
Center, ClearCase is used to manage the RM source codes and allow users in San Jose
ATE Division to obtain the source codes for building their own verson of RM libraries and
executable files. Since ASAP is needed to run RM, installation and setup for the ASAP
environment is necessary for the development of the Virtual Tester. Without the ASAP
binary libraries, RM cannot be built either. Therefore, in the process of developing the
Virtual Tester project, the initial steps are to install the ClearCase, create the ClearCase
view for accessing the libraries and database, then setup the ASAP program to compile the
necessary binary libraries, and finally, build the RM for run with the Virtual Tester. The
following sections in this chapter describes these fundamental issues concerning the
development of the Virtual Tester.
3.1 Creating ClearCase View
As the software management tool, ClearCase controls the accessibility of the software
libraries and database files. By using the Versioned Object Database (VOB), ClearCase is
able to maintain the integrity and traceability of the files inside the VOBs. A view inside
ClearCase is a virtual work area where the user is allowed to access the files inside the
VOBs. By creating the ClearCase view, ASAP libraries and RM source codes can be
obtained for building and compiling [6].
3.2 Setting up ASAP
ASAP is the software tool used to execute the test programs. In order to run ASAP on the
workstation, the ASAP libraries need to be recompiled on the station with customized
environment setup. From the ClearCase view created, the user can access the ASAP
source code to build the private ASAP binaries and libraries. Before setting up the private
output directories for the ASAP binaries and libraries, the ASAP configuration spec needs
to be defined. In the early stage of the Virtual Tester project, griffin_devel was the most
recent development for ASAP, therefore, it was used as the configuration spec. The spec
has changed recently due to the newer development of thunderbolt_devel. To setup the
output directories for storing the private files, a script written by software management
group of Schlumberger is executed for automatic setup. The script file is used to generate
the directories needed to link into the ASAP sources, and adopt the Makefiles in the VOB
to build into the private directories [7]. Once these directories are created, the private
ASAP binaries and libraries are ready to be built.
Before the ASAP libraries can be recompiled, several commands must be run to make
all the clearcase edits for the local directories. There are script files written to execute
these necessary commands. To build the RM correctly, the Makefile inside each library
directory needs to be modified to include a new compiler flag in order to make the libraries
to compile with the proper interfaces. By running the script files and editing the Makefile,
the ASAP local binaries and libraries can be recompiled [5].
The script file build.vsim was written by Danny Kumamoto for recompiling all the
necessary ASAP libraries for the building of RM. This file simply contains the commands
to change to the necessary library directories and execute the clearmake command under
the ClearCase view to recompile the libraries. A successful recompilation usually takes
between 4 to 6 hours. With any minor improper environment path setup, the recompilation
can fail.
After the ASAP libraries are compiled successfully, creating the file tester.byname
allows the ASAP to be connected to the testers specified in the file [5]. For the case of the
Virtual Tester, the workstation is specified as the tester for ASAP to be connected with.
Therefore, instead of executing the test in the physical tester, ASAP is actually running the
test on the workstation with the RM executable.
3.3 Building Register Mirror
The RM is the register-level behavioral simulation model of the Schlumberger's ITS 9000
series component tester [5]. It allows ASAP, diagnostics tools, and RegTalk to be executed
as if they are communicating with the actual tester hardware. For this project, the version
of RM built is for the IX model of the ITS9000 family tester.
When compiling the ASAP libraries, the configuration spec is edited to the adopt the
latest development for ASAP. When building the RM, the configuration spec file needs to
be modified again by adding a new line to adopt the latest changes in the VOB directories.
These changes are necessary for building the RM with the most current libraries and
developments [5].
In order to build RM, MGEN must be built first. Since each model of the ITS 9000
series testers has its own set of register and memory, RM needs to be built differently for
each model. MGEN is used to instantiate the RM of the particular tester model [5]. It is
used to automatically generate the particular register and memory sets for the desired RM
model. It is also used to define the desired number of device pins for the RM to handle. By
executing clearmake in the MGEN directory, MGEN is built. By running it, the source
codes for the defined model of RM are generated and built. At this point, the RM is ready
to be executed by ASAP or any other software control tools for the tester.
3.4 Running Register Mirror with ASAP
When ASAP and RM are both successfully built, the hardware tester can be simulated up
to the level of reading and writing the necessary registers and memories while executing
the test [4]. With the different version of ASAP being developed, the UNIX environment
paths have to be set correctly for proper running of ASAP. From the ASAP development
group of Schlumberger ATE, environment setup files are available for sourcing the proper
setup of the various version of ASAP. From the necessary environment path and the links
to the home and base of the ASAP libraries, ASAP can be run correctly.
With ASAP running, the desired test program can be loaded into ASAP for execution.
By compiling and loading the test program, ASAP is able to drive the necessary test events
to the selected tester. When running with RM, ASAP is connected with RM by the unix
socket connections [5]. Through sockets, ASAP is able to install and initialize the RM
with the test program data. By connecting RM with the Virtual Tester, the testing can be
carried out completely.
Chapter 4
Register Characterization
When the hardware tester is running, the state of the tester is determined by the values
stored inside the registers. With the read and write to the registers, the tester executes the
commands with the necessary values from the registers. When developing the Register
Mirror, the tester registers were categorized to provide generalization in modeling the
register behaviors. In modeling the hardware tester behaviors, the registers are categorized
differently to provide the generalization in tester behaviors with response to the different
registers. This chapter describes how the registers are classified, and based on the time
allowed for this project, which registers and what type of tester functions are picked for
modeling the tester behaviors.
4.1 Register Classifications
The registers of the Schlumberger Tester are classified into the following categories:
1. Read-only registers
2. Read-write registers
3. Set-reset registers
4. Data-port registers
5. Activation registers
6. Resource registers
7. Unclear registers
8. Registers not considered for this project
The read-only registers indicate the status of the tester; they can also be referred to as
the status registers. The contents of the read-only registers are changed as the results of
tester activities, not CPU activities. The difference between CPU and tester activities is
that the CPU activities result from line-by-line executions of the test program, while the
tester activities are the hardware executions based on the setup resulting from the CPU
activities. When the tester hardware is executing, any changes in the hardware states will
be reflected in the read-only and read-write registers.
A read-write register is a data register which can be written and read back; otherwise
no changes occur to the tester state. If a readback of a read-write register occurs after data
are written to it, the readback value will be the same as the written value. The read-write
registers can also be sub-categorized into regular and masked read-write registers. The
masked registers are similar to the regular read-write registers except some bits are inac-
tive.
In the category of set-reset registers, registers occur in pairs. The purpose of having
this class of register is to set and clear individual bits of the registers without using up a
whole read/modify/write cycle. When a high is written to a set register, the designated bit
will be set. When a low is written to the set register, there will be no effects. Similarly, for
the reset registers, when a high is written, the designated register bit will be cleared. And
when a low is written to the reset register, there will be no clearing on the register bit.
The data-port registers give access to read/write of memory blocks not mapped
directly into the main memory. The programmer's model described in the Appendix B
shows the different sub-memory blocks that are accessed through the data-port registers.
For each data-port register, an associated read-write register exists in the main memory for
storing the addresses of a selected sub-memory block. During a write operation, the data
written to the location of the data-port register will be stored in the sub-memory location
specified by the associated address register. In the reverse fashion, for a read operation, the
data stored in the sub-memory location specified by the associated address register is read
from the data-port register.
For the activation registers, a write to the registers will result in subsequent changes of
state in the tester hardware. These changes of state occur because of hardware activities.
When the hardware responds to the state changes, the consequence will be reflected in
changes to the read-only status registers, the activation registers themselves, or some other
registers.
When the tester is being setup to perform a test, different resources, such as pin
resources and voltage level digital-to-analog converter resources, can be grouped for
simultaneous broadcast control saving many CPU write cycles. For this purpose, a special
register is dedicated to group such tester resources. This register is categorized by itself as
the resource register.
Most of the registers inside the tester can be clearly classified into the categories
described above. The registers that can behave differently under different circumstances
are classified as the "not clear" registers. To control the scope of this project, some regis-
ters are categorized as the "don't care" registers. This category of registers includes those
that are used only in some particular models of the Schlumberger testers.
4.2 Register Selections
From the categories of registers described in the previous section, the read-write behaviors
of the registers are modeled by the RM. The Virtual Tester, therefore, would simulate the
behavior of the physical tester based on the read-write state of the registers and memories
in the RM. Since the executions of the tester are triggered by the activation registers, the
Virtual Tester becomes the modeling of the different tester activities that result from the
changes in these registers.
The essential members of the activation registers are the registers that trigger the tester
hardware to perform the desired test on the DUT. Depending on the type of DUT that is
being tested, different operating parameters of the DUT would be selected for the test; for
example, DC and AC analysis, or high speed functional test (FTEST) are just some of the
tests that can be selected to perform. In the hardware tester, each of these tests is triggered
by a write action to its corresponding register inside the tester. Since FTEST is one of the
main tests to determine if a DUT is functioning properly or not, the focus of this project is
to concentrate on building the Virtual Tester to achieve the FTEST ability.
The register that corresponds to the triggering of functional test is the FTEST Control
and Status register (FTESTCSR). This register controls the starting and continuation of
the FTEST, and reports the status of the test. In general, reading this register obtains the
FTEST status and clears the fail status bit, while writing to this register will cause the
tester either to initialize the hardware and load the necessary test data from the memory or
execute the different instructions for the FTEST. With the RM updating and monitoring
the FTESTCSR register, the Virtual Tester can perform the functional test when triggered
by this register.
Chapter 5
Implementation
5.1 Structure of Digital Device Test
While testing the DUT, all operating parameters of the DUT must be determined by the
device test. For a digital device, the necessary parameters that are characterized for each
pin include static and dynamic power supply current at any appropriate supplied voltage,
input voltage levels and current leakage, output voltage levels and drive capability, input
timing margins, output propagation delays, and logic functionality [2]. The focus of this
thesis is on the logic functionality.
A full functional test is divided into a large number of device cycles of different types.
At each cycle, a test vector is executed. Within a test vector, numerous different possible
event sequences exist for each device pin. The appropriate event sequence for each pin is
determined by the vector type select of the test vector itself. Therefore, based on the given
test vector at each device cycle, a particular event sequence is generated for each device
pin, and executed to test the functionality of the device.
5.2 Test Vector Execution
A test vector for each device cycle is composed of the following information:
I Instructioni Operandi Controll Vector Type I - F-data I
The instruction and the operand fields in the test vector determine the vector to execute
for the next device cycle. These fields do not contain any information regarding the current
vector. The instruction field contains the commands such as increment, repeat, call, return,
or halt. Depending on the instruction, the operand can be ignored, or it can contain the
address for the next vector to execute. The control field of the test vector specifies if any
external measurements are needed during the execution of the vector itself. Some of these
external measurements include measuring the currents, voltages, transition times, and
dynamic power supply current at each pin. The execution time of the current device cycle
is determined by the vector type field. This field also specifies for each pin the necessary
input transition times, input-output switch times, and output strobe times. The last field of
the vector is the F-data field. The F-data field is used to define the logical bit streams
related to the transition and strobe times of each pin. The logical bit streams are composed
of 1, 0, Z, or X, where 1 and 0 are high and low, Z is high impedance, and X is unknown or
"don't care." For practical reasons, the test vector is usually restricted to contain only a 1
or 0 value. During a test, the device pin can be either be driven by the F-data or by the
waveform defined in the test program; therefore, sometimes the F-data can be completely
ignored or deleted depending on the type of the test.
5.3 DUT Pin Event Sequences
The control cage (c-cage) of the tester contains the sequencer instructions for high speed
functional test execution. When FTESTCSR register is written with the start-functional-
test command, the initial c-cage instruction is located based on the local memory address
stored in the FTESTSTARTAD register. The sequence instruction fetched from the local
memory address contains four fields of information: opcode, operand, control, and F-data.
As described in the previous section, the opcode and the operand tell the tester where to
fetch the next instruction. The control field contains the vector type select which specifies
the Event Sequence Start Memory (ESSM) address to look up and the memory location
where the period and other timing information of the test vector is stored. The F-data are
the data sometimes used for the functional test. Due to the time limitation on this project,
the functionalities of a number of bits in the control field are not modeled.
The data inside ESS are called event sequences. These are the sequence of events
required to carry out each particular test specified by the selected vector type. When given
the vector type select from the sequence instruction, the address of ESSM is obtained.
From the ESSM, ESS address can be fetched for the tester to execute the event sequences
of the test. Depend on the opcode, the operand, and the control vector, the functional test
can use the data from either the F-data field of the sequencer instruction, or the event
sequences stored inside ESS.
The event sequence contains the data for delay time and the actual test data. The test
data are the values that tester used to set the types of signal to be driven to the DUT. The
delay time is a time stamp for the tester to execute the event sequence at the time offset
from the starting of each instruction execution.
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Figure 5.1: Event overlap diagrams.
(A) The schedule events for each individual test vector.
(B) Schedule events sorted to be executed by the tester.
Along with the ESSM address information, the vector type select also directs the tester
to the local memory where the information about the test vector period is stored. The test
vector period indicates the duration of the sequencer instruction itself. This means that
when the tester is executing one sequencer instruction, the period is the time that the tester
needs to wait before the execution of the next instruction. Since each instruction contains
numbers of event sequences that are happening at different time delays from the time the
instruction is first executed, there are event sequences that are delayed beyond the period
time. When this happens, the events from one instruction will overlap with the events from
the next instructions. This phenomenon is called event overlap. Since the tester is running
at an absolute simulation time, events from multiple instructions are sorted and executed
by time reference. Figure 5.1 shows the scheduled events with overlaps.
5.4 Simulation Model
5.4.1 Overview
The architectural simulation model of the tester is created based on the above functional
test execution model of the test vectors. Since RM has already simulated the setting up of
the registers, the remaining part of the Virtual Tester is to implement the simulation of the
tester that accesses the proper data from the RM based on the type of test evoked, and the
driving or receiving of the proper signals to or from the DUT verilog model.
The simulation model can be divided into three pieces. The first one is the simulation
of the tester behaviors when it is triggered by the register read/write. The second part is the
communication between the simulator and the verilog model. The final part is the verilog
test fixture which drives the verilog DUT model.
Since RM is generated in C code, creating the simulator in C allows the coordination
with RM to be faster and easier. Therefore, this architectural simulation model of the
tester is created in the C language.
Communication between the verilog model and the C simulator is separated into two
components: The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), and Verilog Programming Language
Interface (PLI). PVM is a software package which allows different network computers or
various processes on the same computer to appear as a single concurrent computational
resource [8]. Similar to the UNIX socket connection, PVM permits communications
between two processes. The verilog PLI is a verilog tool provided by Cadence. It is used
as a bridge between the C and verilog code.
For Virtual Tester, PVM is used as the communication tool between the architectural C
model and the verilog PLI. When the stimuli for the verilog DUT model are generated
within the verilog model itself, the simulation can be run directly by compiling the verilog
code. But when the stimuli are generated in C, the data are passed to PLI through PVM,
and the PLI routines will drive the values received to verilog test fixture. The PLI routines
are also used to fetch the variable values inside the verilog model during the simulation.
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Figure 5.2: Virtual Tester block diagram
The verilog test fixture is used to connect the verilog DUT model and to control the
simulation process. With the PLI driving the stimulus into the verilog test fixture, the test
fixture takes in the data and puts them into the verilog event queue. Once the simulation is
running, the events inside the queue will automatically be executed by verilog based on
the time specified. For the test fixture to work with the PLI routines, the two components
are compiled together. The file veriuser.c is created based on the template supplied by
Cadence to link the PLI routines with the verilog test fixture. From this link, the necessary
PLI routines can be instantiated and executed inside the verilog simulation code. In Figure
5.2, the block diagram represents the connection between the functional blocks for the
Virtual Tester.
When running a simulated test, the RM triggers the start of the functional test. Once
the test is started, the event sequences of each test vector are fetched vector by vector from
the ESS as they are requested. As the simulation is running, the event sequences for the
current test vector are stored into different linked lists. The list for drive events is then
passed to the PVM routines for encoding, and transmitted to the PLI routines through the
PVM connections. The PLI routines decode the string and send it to the verilog test fixture
for execution. While the verilog test fixture is running the simulation, any activities in the
output of the DUT are recorded by PLI routines for strobing purpose. At the end of each
vector period, the PLI recorded data are encoded and transmitted back to PVM routines.
Here, the strobe event list is used to compare the strobing data and the output of the DUT.
Any match or mismatch between the DUT output and the strobing value is recorded as
pass or fail for the associated test vector. If no fails were detected, the events for the next
test vector are fetched, and the cycle continues till the end of the test. If a fail is detected,
depending on the testing mode of the simulator, the simulation can either continue until
the end of the current vector, or it can just continue until the end of the test. The following
sections describe in detail the functions and implementation of the individual Virtual
Tester simulation blocks.
5.4.2 Fetching Event Sequence
As described in the DUT pin event sequences section, the event sequences of the test
vectors are fetched through a series of translations and submemory address look ups.
When RM was developed, the complete memory and register sets of the hardware tester
were implemented. Therefore, the fetching of the event sequences can be done simply by
obtaining the values from the desired locations directly.
For the RM simulation, every register and memory location in the tester hardware is
assigned a variable name. This allows easy access to the data stored. The variable naming
convention was adopted to name the register and memory based on the type and the actual
address in the physical tester [4].
As the Schlumberger Austin Research Center continues to improve the performance
and the capability of the RM, Danny Kumamoto is developing a diagnostic loadboard
simulation to be run within the RM environment [9]. The physical loadboard is used as the
hardware tool to diagnose and calibrate the tester. This simple loadboard has its even pins
tied to its odd pins; the odd pins are the input, and the even pins are the output. With the
simple structure of the diagnostic and calibration (diag/cal) loadboard, the simulation can
be created in C code without any modeling in verilog. Therefore, the diag/cal loadboard
simulation can be created and compiled as part of the RM extension.
The diag/cal loadboard can be viewed as a DUT with its pins tied together. The steps
in fetching the event sequences from ESS, driving the input pins, and strobing the output
pins are identical in running a test on the physical tester either with a diag/cal loadboard or
with an actual DUT. Therefore the simulation for the diag/cal loadboard created by Danny
Kumamoto can be utilized as the tool to calculate the necessary event sequences from RM
in the Virtual Tester simulation.
By adopting the diag/cal loadboard simulation code, a portion of the Virtual Tester can
be built as a part of the RM. From a series of discussions and teleconference meetings
with the Austin Research Center, the diag/cal loadboard simulation is broken off into three
pieces: the regmirror_api.c, the ftest_api.c, and the diag_ldbrd.c. The regmirror_api.c is
the application programming interface (API) to the RM for detecting the type of the test
that is evoked by the test program and for accessing the internal values of registers and
memories of the RM. Theftestapi.c is the API for functional test. When the RM triggers
the start of functional test, ftest_api.c is used for fetching and sorting the event sequences
for each test vector, and calling the necessary routines for executing the test. The last code,
diag_1dbrd.c is the simulation for the diag/cal loadboard. It consists of the model which
has its even pins tied to odd pins. There are routines which drive the values to the input
pins and check the values at output pins to see if the tests pass or fail.
The diag/cal loadboard simulation is run as the following. ASAP updates the different
register values inside RM as the test program runs. When the functional test is triggered,
ftest_api.c routines are called for executing the tests. Inside ftest_api.c, the routine starts
up by fetching the event sequences for the first test vector. The events are separated into
three queues: the drive queue, the strobe queue, and the miscellaneous queue. The drive
queue consists of the drive events to the DUT. The strobe queue contains the strobing
events for the output of the DUT. The last queue, the miscellaneous queue, is to collect
useless events, such as the NOP. As the queues for the first vector are sorted, ftestapi.c
routines call the functions in diag_1dbrd.c for executing the drive events as the simulation
time advances, and compare the strobe events at the end of the vector period. At the end of
the first period, the event sequences of the second vector are then fetched and added to the
queues for the execution of the next period. In the case of event overlap, ftest_api.c stores
the events beyond the current period in a local memory array first, then as the test period
advances, the stored events will be put into the current simulation period. These actions of
driving and strobing continue until the end of test; unless, if the test (as reflected in RM) is
in the stop-on-fail mode, a failure occurrence during strobing the output will stop the test
at the end of the current test vector. The algorithm for ftest_api.c is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Ftest_api.c program flow chart.
From the generalization of regmirror_api.c and ftest_api.c, the functional test of all
other DUT can be simulated. By replacing the diag_ldbrd.c routines with the simulation
model of the desired DUT, the functional test can be performed. By incorporating the API
routines, the fetching of the event sequences for the test vectors is accomplished. The task
for completing the Virtual Tester is then replacing the diag_ldbrd.c with four separate
items:
* vtpvm.c routines
* vtpli.c routines
* system.v verilog test fixture
* verilog DUT model
to run a fully simulated functional tests.
5.4.3 Parallel Virtual Machine
PVM is used for sending and receiving data between vtpvm.c and vtpli.c routines.
When ftest_api.c routines obtained the event sequences for the test vectors, routines in
vtpvm.c are called to drive the DUT and receive the strobe data from DUT. With PVM
already running in the unix background process, the vtpvm.c routines establish a link with
the PVM process by calling the PVM_initialize_system() routine. The initializing routines
would broadcast a request for connections with any other PVM tasks. If there are no other
PVM tasks running, the initializing routine would keep broadcasting the request until
another PVM task accepts the request. In Virtual Tester, vtpli.c is running another PVM
task which is used to connect with the PVM task in vtpvm.c. When this PVM connection is
made, the functional test can officially begin. Figure 5.4 shows the flow chart for vtpvm.c.
From the API, the vtpvm.c routines can obtain the pointers to the drive and strobe
queues generated based on the event sequences of the test vectors. Due to the large amount
of the event sequences per pin per vector, sending the drive events to the vtpli.c routines is
very inefficient if the events are sent individually. Therefore, a coding scheme is used to
optimize the simulation runtime during PVM data transmission. Similar to the unix socket
connections, PVM is faster in transmitting one large data package than transmitting
numerous small data packages. By taking this advantage, the drive events for the current
Figure 5.4: Vtpvm.c program flow chart.
simulation period are encoded into a long string of characters to be transmitted through
PVM. The encoded string consists of a series of tokens to identify the data. Based on the
drive queue, the essential data are the pin number for this event, the drive value for this
pin, and the time to drive this value relative to the start time of the current vector. When
the encoding routine of the vtpvm.c receives the pointer for the drive queue, it traverses
down the queue and extracts the necessary data from the queue. A character token "P" is
used to identify the pin number for this event. A "@" token is the specification for the time
to drive the pin. The final token "D" is for the drive value. Since each vector has its own
period, the value is encoded at the beginning of the string without any token identifier. For
example, if a test vector has a period of 2.34ns and it drives a high to pin 1 at 0.5ns, a low
to pin 2 at 1.Ons, a high impedance to pin 3 at 2.0ns, and a low to pin 4 at 2.5ns, the
encoded string will look like "2.34P1 @0.5D1P2@ 1.ODOP3@2.ODZ". The drive event for
pin 4 is not encoded for this period because its drive time is beyond the current simulation
period; therefore, it is stored in a local memory by the API routines, and will be encoded
in the drive event of the next simulation vector period. Once the drive queue is encoded,
the string of characters is packaged and sent to vtpli.c routines with a message tag that
identifies the string as new data of the appropriate type. The message tags in the PVM
communication allow the different tasks to identify what type of data they are receiving.
As the DUT verilog model runs through the simulation steps, at the end of a vector
period, the vtpli.c routines return a string of encoded data to the vtpvm.c routines for strobe
compare. The strobe string has a similar encoding method as the drive events except it
does not have the vector period at the beginning of the string, and instead of "D" for drive,
"S" is used for strobe. The vtpvm.c routines contain the procedures that decode the strobe
string and compare the results against the strobe queue obtained from the API. The strobe
compare algorithm in vtpvm.c consists of two parts based on the two strobe modes of the
tester, the edge-strobe and the window-strobe. Depending on the strobe mode for each pin,
the algorithm is selected for strobe compare to detect any test failure.
Since the string returned by the PLI routines indicates the changes in the output values
of the verilog model, by examining the changes, the exact value at the output at a specific
simulation time can be determined. In the edge strobe mode, the output value is strobed at
a particular simulation time specified by the strobe event. This mode is implemented by
going down the decoded string to check if there exists a time interval that includes the
strobing time and the output value matches the strobing value. If such an interval exists,
then the strobe is passed, and the routine will mark the field for pass/fail in the strobe
queue structure as passed. If no such interval exists, then the strobe failed. For the window
strobe mode, an interval is being examined. Therefore, the implemented algorithm is to
check if there exists a time interval at the output that is equal or longer than the strobing
window and holds the same value as the strobing value.
If no failure is detected, the vtpvm.c routines will exit without quitting the connection
with the PVM process. By exiting, the API then fetches the event sequences for the next
vector and merges the overlap events from the previous vectors to generate the new queues
for the current simulation period. Then, the simulation cycle of calling vtpvm.c routines
continues. If the test is in the stop-on-fail mode, when failures are detected during strobe
compare, then the API routines would stop fetching the new event sequences, but continue
to feed in the rest of the events from the overlap of the previous vectors.
Because of the very high speeds at which the test can run, a vector can have events
which overlap with the events of the next several vectors. For Virtual Tester, the vectors
are limited to have overlap with only the next two vectors. When the last vector of the test
is fetched, the simulation cannot be terminated at the end of the vector period. Since API
routines are fetching the event sequences, when the last test vector is fetched, the routines
can notify the vtpvm.c routines which the last queue to be processed is. At this point,
vtpvm.c routines can send the data string to the PLI with a message tag signaling the end
of test. This tag is then used to terminate the verilog simulation at the correct simulation
time. This method is also used in terminating the test when failures are detected in the
stop-on-fail mode.
5.4.4 Programming Language Interface
The PLI is used to drive the necessary values to the verilog test fixture, and to fetch the
desired data from the verilog model. The vtpli.c routines are used to perform these tasks.
Since the vtpli.c routines communicate with the verilog model, they are compiled to run
with the verilog compiler when executing the verilog test fixture. In order for the vtpli.c
routines to be called within the verilog test fixture, the veriuser.c file is necessary. Inside
the file veriuserc, the subroutine names in the C code are associated with the names of the
instances that are called within the verilog code.
Figure 5.5: Vtpli.c program flow chart
The PLI functions allow the C code to grab the handles to the desired variables inside
the verilog code. These variables can be of any type inside verilog. Once the handle of a
variable is obtained, the C subroutines can use the PLI functions to perform different tasks
on this variable. Originally, PLI 2.0 version is used for this project. But due to the error of
"This PLI function has not been implemented yet!" in PLI 2.0 while trying to drive the
verilog variables, PLI 1.0 is used to implement the vtpli.c routines. The program flow chart
for vtpli.c is shown in Figure 5.5.
Inside vtpli.c, the PVM connection is made in a method similar to the vtpvm.c routines.
When the routine for receiving the drive queue is called, it first checks if the connection
with PVM exists or not. If the connection does not exist, then the routine joins the PVM
process and waits for any request for connection with other PVM tasks. As described in
the previous section, the PVM routine in vtpvm.c would continue to request for connection
with any PVM tasks if it is not connected to any. As the PVM routine inside vtpli.c
receives the request from vtpvm.c, the connection between these two tasks is completed.
Once the two processes are hooked up, vtpvm.c starts transmitting the first data string to
vtpli.c. Upon receiving the string, the decoding routine in vtpli.c then decodes the string by
using the token inside the string to extract the necessary data. Based on the pin number
that the drive data is going to, the decoding routine grabs the handle to that pin in verilog,
and feeds in the data to the verilog model.
As verilog steps through the simulation, the recording routine in vtpli.c is executed by
verilog to record the changes at verilog output with the simulation time stamp. When the
recording routine is executed, the handles to the verilog output are obtained, allowing the
values of the output to be fetched by the PLI routine. Copies of the previous output values
are stored for comparison in finding out which output pin has changed. By recording the
changing history of the output pins, the data are encoded and transmitted back to vtpvm.c
for strobe compare. The encoding method for the recorded output changes is similar to the
encoding of the drive event in vtpvm.c; the pin number is identified by the token "P", the
simulation time stamp for the change is coded with a prefix "@", and the new output value
is specified by the character "S".
The PLI routines can determine the process of the test based on the message tag that
comes along with the data transmitted by PVM. If the message tag identifies the data as a
new data type, then vtpli.c routines treat it as any regular data and execute the simulation
as described above. If the message tag identifies the message as the last vector, then the
vtpli.c routines will run the simulation till the time for the last strobe event, return the
strobe data string, and terminate the verilog simulation.
5.4.5 Verilog Test Fixture
For the PLI routines of C code to work in the verilog module, the test fixture has to
instantiate and execute the routines. The essential routines that verilog needs to execute
are the routines to drive the events to the verilog model, to collect the data changes at the
Figure 5.6: Verilog Test fixture flow chart
output for strobe compare, and to send the strobe data back to the vtpvm.c routines for
strobe compare. These three routines are executed by calling $FEEDPE, $READ_PE,
and $PE_OUT. $FEED_PE is the vtpli.c routine which drives the verilog Pin Electronics
model input with the event sequences data given by the test vector. $READ_PE is called to
send the strobe data back to the vtpvm.c routines. $PE_OUT is used to collect the device
output pin state data whenever a change occurs at the output of the Pin Electronics model.
When running a simulation, verilog keeps an event queue of the events that it needs to
execute. The verilog event queue automatically sorts the events in time order. Therefore,
when the drive events are put into the verilog model, the events do not need to be time
sorted. This allows the PLI routines to drive all the events per vector directly to verilog
without sorting the overlap events from the previous two vectors. For scheduling an event,
there are two types of delay mode provided. The first type is the absolute simulation time
delay mode, and the second type is the incremental time delay mode. In the absolute delay
mode, the event is executed at the simulation time indicated by the event disregarding the
time that the event is being added to the queue. In contrast, the incremental delay mode
executes the event with the delay time after the event is scheduled. For example, suppose a
simulation has been running for 30ns, and now it takes in a new event with the delay time
of 40ns. If the simulation is in the absolute delay mode, this event will be executed when
the simulation time is at 40ns, which is 10ns after the current simulation time. However, if
this simulation is in the incremental delay mode, the event will be executed 40ns after the
current simulation time. Verilog is running in the incremental delay mode. When running
a test in the physical tester, the event sequences for each test vector are not fetched until
the completion of the previous vector period. Therefore, the drive events for each vector in
the simulation should be scheduled at the beginning of each vector period. Since the event
sequences are programmed with the drive time as the offset from the start of the current
vector period, scheduling the events at the beginning of each period allows the simulation
to take the advantage of incremental delay mode in verilog.
As the simulation begins, an initial begin block is necessary to preset different flag
variables within verilog and to execute $FEED_PE for initializing the connections with
the PVM process and the vtpvm.c task. To fetch the drive events for the first vector,
$FEED_PE is executed again. After all the events for the first vector are scheduled in the
verilog event queue, verilog starts to execute these events. While running the simulation,
the command always@ is used to monitor the DUT pin output. Therefore, whenever the
output values change, always@ will trigger $PE_OUT for collecting the output data.
When the simulation reaches the end of vector period, $READ_PE is executed to send the
strobe data back to vtpvm.c for strobe compare. At this point, end of vector and
end_of test flags are used to indicate what the verilog simulation should execute. If the
flags show only the endof vector, then $FEED_PE is called for fetching more events for
the next vector. If both endof vector and endof_test flags are shown, then the simulation
terminates. In the case of the last vector at the end of the test or by stop-on-fail, the verilog
simulation would run till the end of the last strobe event for this vector where both
endof vector and endof test flags are set.
For generalization, rather than connection directly to the DUT verilog model, a PE
verilog model was created by Burnie West as the connection between the Virtual Tester
Simulator and the DUT verilog model. This generalization allows easier connections
between different DUT models. Due to this connection, instead of driving the DUT input
pins, the simulation is actually driving the input to the PE, DHI and DINH, and monitoring
the output of the PE, ACH and BCL. The conversion for driving the DUT pin and the PE
pin is as follows:
1. If driving a high, then DHI = 1, and DINH = 0
2. If driving a low, then DHI = 0, and DINH = 0
3. If driving a high impedance, then DHI = don't care, and DINH = 1
The conversion for receiving the DUT output pins to the PE output is as followed:
1. If DUT output is high, then ACH = 1, and BCL = 0
2. If DUT output is low, then ACH = 0, and BCL = 1
3. If DUT output is high impedance, then ACH = 0, and BCL = 0
4. If DUT output is unknown, then ACH = x and BCL = x
In PVM, when a receive command is executed, the task will stall until there are data in
the PVM buffers for receiving. This feature allows the verilog simulation to stall while the
$FEED_PE or the $READ_PE are transmitting and receiving data strings. By taking
advantage of PVM stall, verilog simulation can continue to run until the end of simulation.
The verilog test fixture created for this project also contains the link to the Signal Scan
software for tracing the waveform at all verilog nodes during the simulation.

Chapter 6
Full Simulation
6.1 Combining with Register Mirror
From the PVM view, there are two tasks running for the Virtual Tester simulation. They
are the vtpvm.c routines and the vtpli.c routines. For vtpvm.c, its routines are called by the
ftest_api.c functions. As for vtpli.c, it's routines are called by the verilog test fixture,
which is connected with the DUT model described in Appendix C.
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Figure 6.1: RM+ with vtpvm.c and vtpli.c links.
Based on the original design of RM, the RM+ is the newly developed version of RM
to handle the capability of triggering different tests from the test program, and determining
whether the test is passed or failed. The RM+ model consists of the regmirror_api.c and
the ftest_api.c routines, with some slight modifications on the original RM [9]. These
minor modifications on the original RM are necessary for the RM to incorporate the two
API routines. With vtpvm.c routines being called by the ftest_api.c functions, vtpvm.c is
the part of Virtual Tester that is controlled by the RM+. Keeping the Virtual Tester and the
RM+ as two separate entities, vtpvm.c is compiled by itself in the PVM library with links
to the RM executable. Creating vtpvm.c as a separate library from RM also allows the
ease of compiling only vtpvm.c whenever there are changes to the source code without
compiling the whole RM. Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram for RM+ and the links
between RM+, vtpvm.c, and vtpli.c.
As described in section 5.4.5, the verilog test fixture controls the calling of the vtpli.c
routines. Therefore, vtpli.c is compiled with links to the verilog libraries for the test fixture
to call the PLI routines. Since verilog itself is a compiler, by compiling the vtpli.c routines
with the verilog libraries link, an executable file is generate to run the PLI routines with
the verilog. By running the executable with file name of the verilog test fixture as the argu-
ment and the flags to link the DUT models, the verilog compiler is evoked to compile and
run the test fixture. Then, taking advantage of the PVM stall while sending or receiving
data, the verilog test fixture can be indirectly controlled by the RM to execute the test. A
complete flow chart for running the functional test is shown in the Appendix D.
The verilog models and vtpli.c are stored in the PVM library together with the vtpvm.c
as the Virtual Tester simulation. This library directory includes all the necessary files to
compile and execute the verilog test fixture and the PVM routines for both vtpli.c and
vtpvm.c. With the current development in RM and the Virtual Tester project, the other
existing library is the RM library that contains the source codes for RM itself and the API
routines. The RM executable are compiled in the parent directory of the two libraries.
With the RM and PVM library links, running RM allows the access to call the necessary
vtpvm.c routines for sending and receive data through PVM connections with vtpli.c.
6.2 Executing the Test Program
To execute the Virtual Tester requires running ASAP, Register Mirror+, and the verilog
test fixture at the same time with the PVM as the background process. When both RM+
and the verilog test fixture are evoked, the first thing each program does is to connect with
the PVM process. Therefore, before executing any tasks for Virtual Tester, the PVM needs
to be evoked first as a UNIX background process. With the existing PVM process, running
both RM+ and the verilog allows the two tasks to be connected. The vtpvm.c is coded to
broadcast request for connections, and the vtpli.c is coded to listen for any connection
request. With the PVM features of stalling the routines if the request from a task is not
accepted or if the task has not received any messages as it listens, the order of running
RM+ and the verilog test fixture does not matter.
After the RM+ and the verilog test fixture are connected through PVM, RM+ will
request for UNIX socket connections with ASAP. ASAP can be evoked either before the
PVM connection is made or afterward. The only constraint for running ASAP with RM+
is that the test program cannot be installed in ASAP before RM+ is executed. When
ASAP is running, the IX virtual tester area should be selected as the tester area to be used.
If ASAP is properly setup from the beginning, selecting the IX virtual tester area will
show the user's workstation as one of the virtual tester site. By selecting the desired site,
the user can then load the desired test program to be executed. It might be necessary to
compile the test program before loading it to the tester. With RM+ and verilog test fixture
running already, the test program can be installed, initialized, and executed on the virtual
tester. Since this Virtual Tester Project is focused on the functional test of the device, when
the test program is installed and initialized in ASAP, the FTESTTOOL inside ASAP is
opened to execute the functional test. For most test cases, there are different frequencies
for the FTEST. The selection of the different FTEST is handled by ASAP.
Currently, when the test program is running, the vtpvm.c routines will print out the
event sequences for each test vector of the test program at the beginning of the vector
period. As the encoded drive events are transmitted to vtpli.c through PVM, vtpli.c would
print out the received drive events as the flags for error checking between the two tasks.
From the received drive events, the PLI returns back to verilog to schedule and execute the
events. Before the end of end of vector flag resets, the verilog calls the PLI routines for
recording down any changes at the verilog DUT output. As the changes of DUT output are
recorded, vtpli.c would print out these data. At the end of the vector period, verilog calls
the PLI routine to drive the output data to the strobe receive routines of vtpvm.c. In the
strobe routines, the data received through PVM is printed for cross check with the data
printed in vtpli.c. Based on the strobe compare done by the vtpvm.c a passed or failed flag
is returned by vtpvm.c to RM+. From the pass/fail flag, RM+ can notify ASAP and decide
whether to fetch the next test vector or to stop the test depending on the test mode of the
test program. As the test is completed, one of the ASAP features is to show on the execute
button a red color for test failed, or a green color for test passed. From loading the test pro-
gram into ASAP to getting the strobe results back from vtpvm.c routines, the processes
behave as what an actual physical tester would do in a normal functional test. This shows
the completion of simulating the FTEST.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis project, the Virtual Tester simulation was designed and implemented to run
with the ASAP tool and Register Mirror to simulate the virtual testing environment. Since
this project is mainly focusing on the logic functional test of the DUT, the current Virtual
Tester is only capable of performing FTEST on any digital devices that are provided with
accurate verilog simulation models. With the verilog test fixture that generalized the DUT
pin connections, executing various tests with different DUT models can be done easily.
The DUT used to test the Virtual Tester is described in Appendix C. The test program
written for this DUT contains 32 test vectors. For the Virtual Tester to run a successful test
on this sample DUT, the test takes roughly 7 seconds to complete with data printed during
testing for crosscheck purpose. The Virtual Tester will run faster if the printing command
is not enabled. Comparing with the simulation run time of available hardware behavioral
models, which would take up more than a day, the Virtual Tester is by far much faster in
simulation run time. During a test, the data printed by the Virtual Tester includes the drive
and strobe events for each test vector, the output changes from the DUT output pins during
the current test vector period, and the strobe events that has failed. The notifications for
any strobe failures allow the tester users to see the exact vector and strobe event that failed.
This feature helps the users to determine if the test program is programmed properly, or
the DUT model is not functioning correctly. An exmple of Virtual Tester display is
explained in Appendix E.
By running the Virtual Tester, test users can execute a preliminary functional test on
the device model without blocking and occupying any physical tester time. From the
waveform generated by verilog and the data display from the Virtual Tester, test programs
can be debugged without loading into an actual tester to test the physical device. By
recompiling the Register Mirror for different models of tester, the Virtual Tester can be
used to support customer training in a virtual environment for various tester models. The
completion of this project is a big step in designing and implementing tester simulations.
It allows validations of the physical tester architecture at the system level, and provides the
test user an opportunity to accomplish some necessary tasks without occupying tester
time.
Chapter 8
Future Work
The modem VLSI testers are capable of executing complex tests on the DUT. The Virtual
Tester completed by this project is only capable of dealing with functional test. Therefore,
further development can be done in building the simulation model that will simulate the
other test features that a tester can perform. For Virtual Tester, the simulation is built at the
architectural level. This is the highest level for system simulation. At this level, there are
no hardware validations between the simulation and the hardware components. Based on
Virtual Tester, the simulation model can be redesigned and implemented in detail to model
the hardware at different behavioral levels. These simulation models will allow targeting
of any specific piece of tester hardware [9]. By targeting a specific selected tester hard-
ware, the simulation model will be able to validate the behaviors of the target hardware.
This ability is useful for debugging the selected tester hardware and the test programs.
Based on the connection between Register Mirror and Virtual Tester created in this
project, a complete behavioral model of the tester can be developed. The simulation at this
behavioral level executes based on the register read-writes as determined by any relevant
register activities [9]. This simulation can help with understanding the tester behavior and
providing a study tool for future modification of the physical tester.

Appendix A
Mhdoc Simulator
The idea for the Virtual Tester evolved from the mhdoc simulator that Burnie West and
Jamie Cullen of Schlumberger ATE had developed. Instead of fetching the test vector
information from the register models, mhdoc obtains data from four different data files.
From these data, mhdoc compiles its own events table for driving and strobing the DUT.
With PVM and PLI processes, the communication method between the DUT and mhdoc
is similar to Virtual Tester. The following block diagram shows the interconnect for the
mhdoc simulator.
Figure A.1: mhdoc simulator
The four data files necessary to run mhdoc are: test.vec, test.cpu, test.cal, and test.ess.
The test.vec file contains the necessary test vectors for the test. The test.cpu file is used to
set up the CPU bus transition while testing. The various calibration constant for ELIC3 are
stored in test.cal data file. And finally, the data for event sequence store are located in the
test.ess file. By reading in the data from these four files, mhdoc creates and schedules the
events for all the test vectors. Through PVM and verilog PLI connections, as the verilog
simulation progresses, the table is checked to see if there are events scheduled to happen.
If there are, then the events are sent through PVM and PLI to the DUT model. The last
estimated simulation run time for mhdoc is at least one day.

PMUData Precision Measurement Unit[small compare to the rest]
pinwide X 64 Meg deep X 1, 2, or 4 bits
Calibration Memory
4 X pinwide X 16K deep X 10 bits
Event Sequence Store Memory
4 X pinwide X 64K deep X 26 bits
Event Sequence Start Memory
pinwide X 4K deep X 6 bits
]]
PS Parameter Select Memory
- j pinwide X
16K deep X 1 bits
Measurel
Result
Memory 32K deep X 10 bits
Capture
Memory
FE8040C4
[64K deep X 16 bits]
I- Strobe
Count 4K deep X 6 bits
Memory
* Data port registers
Figure B.1: Tester programmer's model.
This diagram shows some of the data port registers which RM models.
Appendix B
Programmer's Model Diagram
ADS
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Appendix C
Sample DUT Model
The sample DUT model used to test the Virtual Tester is simply a 2-bit I/O clocked buffer.
The schematic and the verilog model are shown in this section.
Figure C.1: DUT schematics.
II file dut.v b g west - August 22, 1995
II simple DUT for system level testing
'timescale Ins/lps
module dut (I, O, IOB, OE_, CP);
input OE_, CP;
input [1:0] I;
output [1:0] 0;
inout [1:0] IOB;
reg [1:0] ireg, oval;
reg errorflag;
specify
//TIMING CHECKS
specparam mpwh_CP = 0.360, mpwlCP = 0.210;
$width (posedge CP, mpwh_CP, 0, errorflag );
$width (negedge CP, mpwl_CP, 0, error_flag );
specparam setup_IO_CP = 0.500, hold_IO_CP = 0.070;
$setuphold(posedge CP, IOB [0], setup_IO_CP, hold IOCP, errorflag);
$setuphold(posedge CP, IOB[1], setup_IO_CP, hold IO CP, errorflag);
endspecify
parameter reg_delay = 0.200;
parameter enbondelay = 0.550;
parameter enb_off_delay = 0.550;
parameter o_iohidelay = 0.480;
parameter o_iolodelay = 0.420;
initial oval = 0;
assign IOB = oval;
always @(posedge I[0]) #o_io_hi_delay oval[0] = 1;
always @(posedge I[1]) #o iohi_delay oval[l] = 1;
always @(negedge I[0]) #o0iolodelay oval[0] = 0;
always @(negedge I[11]) #o_io_lo_delay oval[l] = 0;
always @(negedge OE_) #enb_on_delay oval = I;
always @(posedge OE_) #enb_off_delay oval = 2'bz;
always @ (posedge CP) #reg_delay ireg = IOB;
assign O = ireg;
endmodule
/ / / / /
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Appendix E
Sample Printout of Virtual Tester
The following printout shows a succesful test vector processed by Virtual Tester:
vector: 2 pin: 2 event: TO_WIN time: 12.480 finished: 0
vector: 2 pin: 2 event: off time: 14.482 finished: 0
vector: 2 pin: 3 event: TO_WIN time: 12.480 finished: 0
vector: 2 Din: 3 event: off time: 14.482 finished: 0
Vector period = 10.000
data: 10.000PO@ 1.504DOP1 @0.996DOP2 @0.000DZP3 @0.000DZ
P4@0.000DZP5 @0.000DZP6@0.996DOP7@0.996D
waiting for PE output change
no strobe data found!
pin: 0 event: 0 time: 0.000000
pin: 0 event: 1 time: 1.504000
pin: 0 event: 0 time: 3.496000
pin: 1 event: 0 time: 0.000000
pin: 2 event: 0 time: 0.420000
pin: 3 event: 0 time: 0.420000
pin: 4 event: 0 time: 1.704000
pin: 5 event: 0 time: 1.704000
pin: 6 event: 0 time: 0.000000
pin: 7 event: 0 time: 0.000000
No strobe events for pin 0.
No strobe events for pin 1.
window strobe
window strobe
No strobe events for pin 4.
No strobe events for pin 5.
No strobe events for pin 6.
No strobe events for pin 7.
vector: 2 pin: 2 event: TO_WIN
vector: 2 pin: 2 event: off time:
vector: 2 pin: 3 event: TO_WIN
- vector: 2 pin: 3 event: off time:
time: 12.480 finished:
14.482 finished: 1 fail:
time: 12.480 finished:
14.482 finished: 1 fail:
1 fail: 0
0
1 fail: 0
0
Section 1 shows the strobe events for this vector. In this example, this is second vector
of this particular test program. In section 2, the event sequences for the drive events are
shown with the encoded format by vtpvm.c. After the drive events are sent to verilog, PLI
routines are called to trace the output changes of the DUT verilog model. These output
changes are shown in section 3. Section 4 displays the status for strobing in vtpvm.c. If a
pin does not have any strobe events, "No strobe events for pin #." is shown. If a pin is
2L
4
5
being strobed, the strobe mode will be displaced. In this example, the strobe mode for the
pins is window-strobe. In the case of strobe pass, no more data is shown. In the case of
strobe failure, the message, "Strobe failed!!", will shown together with the data regarding
to that particular vector. Finally, in section 5, the strobe status are shown again. The fail
flag indicates if the test is passed or failed. The finish flag indicates if the strobe event is
completed or not. This section is also used to cross check with the test program.
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